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Though it hasn’t been a major
campaign issue, Democratic can-
didate for U.S. Senate Jon Tester
called health care reform his first
priority yesterday during a ques-
tion-and-answer session at the
University of Montana.
While answering questions on a
number of contentious issues,
Tester told an overflowing audi-
ence at the Gallagher Business
Building that the costs of insur-
ance and emergency medical treat-
ment are hurting families in
Montana and the country as a
whole.
“It’s driving them into poverty,
really through no fault of their
own,” Tester said.
The Montana State Senate pres-
ident cited his work in the state
Legislature, saying that pooling
health care costs for small busi-
nesses and giving tax credits to
businesses that provide health care
for employees could work on a
national level as well. He empha-
sized prevention and said all
options for health care reform
should be on the table.
Tester is running a tight race
against Republican incumbent
Conrad Burns, who is running for
his fourth term as a U.S. senator.
Tester addressed a mostly-sup-
portive crowd briefly before open-
ing the meeting to questions on
topics ranging from the Iraq war to
campaign finance reform to unem-
ployment on Indian reservations.
“Right now we can’t afford this
war from a blood or monetary
standpoint,” Tester said. He did
not offer a timetable for troop
withdrawal, saying he does not
have access to information neces-
sary to make that kind of decision.
President Bush needs to develop a
plan to end the war, he said.
On campaign finance reform,
Tester said national elections have
gotten so expensive that middle-
class people can barely afford to
run.
“I’m not wealthy by any stretch
of the imagination, monetarily,”
Tester said. He said any campaign
finance reform must take into con-
sideration issues of freedom of
speech.
Tester also fielded a question
about problems with unemploy-
ment on Indian reservations,
where rates are significantly high-
er than the rest of the country.
Reservations need to have two-
way dialogue between state and
federal governments to improve
educational opportunities for
native populations, he said.
Although most in the crowd
were sympathetic to Tester, a few
Burns supporters sprinkled the
crowd. Joe Santucci, a freshman at
w w w. m o n t a n a k a i m i n . c o m
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State slower 
in cell phone 
9-1-1 upgrades
A government report says
Montana is one of the slowest
states in developing the technolo-
gy to automatically locate callers
who dial 9-1-1 on their cell
phones, but state officials say
that’s not the case. 
For years, most of the dispatch
centers – known as public safety
answering points – that field 9-1-1
calls have had the technology to
automatically receive the caller’s
address, as long as he or she was
calling from a land line.  For cell
phone calls, dispatchers had to
rely on the caller to provide direc-
tions. If callers didn’t know or
couldn’t communicate where they
were, emergency personnel 
couldn’t offer much help. 
The federal government has
been pushing states to upgrade
their PSAPs so that cell phone
calls also automatically provide
the caller’s location and phone
number. Since 1997, everyone
who pays a phone bill in Montana
has paid an extra 50-cent fee per
month – amounting to about 
$6 million annually – to help the
state develop enhanced 9-1-1 serv-
ices, but those services still remain
unavailable for most cell phone
users in the state. 
The report, released by the
Government Accountability
Office and based on January 2006
figures, details each state’s
progress in instituting the technol-
ogy at two levels – Phase I and
Phase II. At the Phase I level, dis-
patchers can tell what cellular
service tower the call is coming
from. Phase II technology gives
the caller’s latitude and longitude,
usually within about 30 yards. 
According to the report, just 
4 percent of Montana counties
have Phase I capability, and 2 per-
cent have Phase II capability. That
puts Montana 49th and 46th in the
nation, respectively.  
Becky Berger, state 9-1-1 pro-
gram manager, says the report is
not a good representation of
Montana’s progress. 
“I’ve seen those reports,” she
said. “I’m not sure where they’re
getting their numbers.”
Four of Montana’s 56 counties,
or about 7 percent, have full Phase
II capability and others – includ-
ing Missoula County – are very
close, she said.  Most counties in
the state are leapfrogging the first
phase, going right to Phase II, she
said. 
The money from phone bill sur-
charges is collected by phone
companies, then transferred to the
state government, Berger said.
The state then gives the money to
counties at a rate determined by
population. Counties must use the
money for some aspect of devel-
oping the enhanced 9-1-1 system.
Tester addresses health care issue
Heart-themed floats, ‘66 Batmobile
Holy college parade floats,
Batman! 
Among this year’s fleet of
homecoming parade entries will
be the original Batmobile from the
1966 television show. 
According to Ken Thompson,
on-campus events coordinator for
the Alumni Association, the entry
appears to be legitimate.
“I can’t imagine someone mak-
ing that up,” Thompson said.
The University of Montana’s
2006 Homecoming Parade will
feature 150 entries, nine more than
last year’s total.
“It’s the biggest parade we’ve
had in a couple of years,”
Thompson said.
Most groups entered in the
parade will be designing their
floats with consideration of the
dominant homecoming theme, “I
‘Heart’ UM.”
The parade route will begin on
the corner of Pine and North
Higgins at 10 a.m. Saturday, and
run down into South Higgins
where all University-themed par-
ticipants will turn onto University
Avenue leaving other commercial-
ly themed floats to split off into
the slant streets. 
Residence Life is providing a
float called “Hollywood
Premiere,” which will feature
cardboard UM dorm buildings and
a background of a mountain with
spotlights and “I ‘Heart’ UM”
written in Hollywood-style letters.
Surrounding the float will be a
sidewalk of hearts, resembling the
stars sidewalk of Hollywood
Boulevard, which will be titled
“UM Boulevard.”
“We’ll have names of football
players on the sidewalk instead of
famous people,” said Tiffany
Hoenke, Residence Life program
coordinator. 
Several floats will be con-
tributed on behalf of UM’s Greek
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Candidate for U.S. Senate Jon Tester addresses an overflowing Gallagher Business Building lecture
room Wednesday evening.  
See 9-1-1, Page 4
See PARADE, Page 4
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UM sophomore Kelly Wombacher and senior Emily Bulger measure out fabric for the UM Advocates homecoming float Wednesday.  The theme for this year’s
homecoming parade is I UM.  
See TESTER, Page 4
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At the invitation of my friend Adam, I spent last
weekend embedded in, of all places, a frat house.
Adam, a devout alcoholic, and I were staying with
his cousin Mike, a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon at
Eastern Washington University. Mike was our guide
through what I was assured would be a weekend of
fraternal debauchery.
I was so excited. I just knew there would be soror-
ity girls having topless pillow fights (why would
“Girls Gone Wild” lie?), three-story beer bongs, kegs
upon kegs, the ghost of John Belushi doing Jell-O
shots and at least one poster of the movie “Old
School.” You know, everything that makes frats the
prime inspiration for National Lampoon movies.
The first night we went to a house party where they
were serving up a random concoction of alcohol with
content I soon forgot. I introduced myself to people
as being “from Sig Ep Missoula.” I also defended
Montana’s pride at a beer pong table (two wins), but
sadly was defeated because of a cheating sorority girl
whom I’ll call Claire (because that was her name).
A girl who called herself Claire’s sister (that’s
sorority speak for “fellow member”) whose name I
can’t remember (refer to first paragraph), told me that
Claire thought I was cute, which I always like to hear.
The sister also said she wanted to get her Claire
“some ass.” It was like it was my birthday. But before
I could fulfill Claire’s wildest Montana-boy fan-
tasies, she was gone to give her friends a ride home.
Some lame excuse about being the sober driver.
The best aspect of this party – aside from free
booze and all the women up on the Duganz – was
that Sig Ep provided a sober driver. Suddenly I had a
place to stay that would drive me to and pick me up
from parties. Throw in a couple of bagels and you
have my vision of the perfect hotel. Well, except for
all of the guys. Get rid of them.
So far, my ruse was working despite looking like
an ugly version of Rivers Cuomo.
Saturday brought the Griz game and the real
Missoula Sig Eps (MSEs), who exposed me as a
fraud. Luckily, we tailgated most of the day so the
MSEs didn’t ruin my cover in front of everyone.
Being the only people who actually wanted to watch
the game, Adam and I stole a couple of EWU student
IDs and caught part of the third quarter, which, iron-
ically, is the only part of a Griz football game I’ve
seen in person since coming to school.
Saturday night brought another party, which I am
sad to say did not require togas. This shindig was
held at a barn a couple of miles from the Sig Ep
house that had a $5 cover charge for outsiders, but
luckily Adam was sober enough to say, “Oh, we’re
Sig Ep Missoula.” 
The doorman extended his hand to us and I
thought, “Shit. This is where we’re found out
because we don’t know the secret handshake.” But as
it turns out Sig EP has no secret handshake (unless
they think the fist pound is a secret). Sig Ep, sadly,
has also not heard of double-secret probation.
(Haven’t they ever even seen Animal House?)
I defaulted as Claire’s dancing partner because her
“sister” was still trying to get her some of my super-
fine ass. Again, fine by me (my pimp hasn’t been
sending me nearly enough clients lately). I showed
Claire my special white-boy dance (bite that lower
lip, dip down, back up, hands on girl’s hips, let her
grind a bit, repeat and I’m sufficiently aroused). 
Unfortunately my moves were not what anyone
was looking for, save for a couple of jerks who want-
ed to laugh. But, luckily I drank enough to stop car-
ing about my lack of skills. Sadly, even Claire and
her sisters left without using me for Montana-boy
fantasies, and I ended up back at the stained mattress
palace called the Sig Ep house, having sweet drunk-
en dreams.
Depressed about the lack of frat clichés, I returned
to Missoula Sunday morning with the mission to start
my own frat, complete with sorority girl pillow fights
and that three-story beer bong I’ve always wanted.
My roommate told me that was dumb and several of
my more liberal friends asked if I’d been drinking (as
if that mattered). But worst of all were my fellow
Kaimin staffers who rejected the idea of having a
Kaimin frat. I mean, what’s wrong with Kappa
Kappa Kaimin? Wait ... oh. Shit.
– Pat Duganz is a senior in print journalism
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 109th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content. 
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.umt.edu or drop them off
in Journalism 107
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On Nov. 4, Montana voters will have a chance to take their ballot
to the bank.
If passed, Initiative 151 will raise Montana’s minimum wage from
$5.15 an hour to $6.15, and also add a subsequent cost-of-living
increase for the minimum wage each year — a much overdue
change.
According to state labor statistics, approximately 30,000
Montanans are currently working for minimum wage. At only $5.15
an hour, full-time workers must survive on merely $10,712 a year, a
little more than $1,000 below the poverty level for a two-person
household.
Here are some stats to put the need in perspective:
The average two-bedroom apartment in Montana costs $570 a
month, or $6,840 a year, about 64 percent of what a minimum wage
worker would earn. In Montana, child care for one preschool-age
child costs an average of $5,710 a year. Today’s average person
spends $7,967 a year just to put gas in their car.
Minimum wage earners work hard for a living. While their jobs
may not require a higher education, the work they do is necessary.
The single mom waiting tables at Perkins. The high-schooler flip-
ping burgers. The college student washing cars. They all deserve a
raise. They deserve to earn enough to put gas in their car, to pay for
rent, to keep their child in daycare while they work and, after all that,
still be able to afford to eat.
Opponents of I-151 argue the subsequent cost-of-living increase
will hurt small businesses and lead to perpetually increasing prices
for Montana consumers. 
However, the annual wage adjustment would be based on the
increase in the national Consumer Price Index. The CPI has been
increasing annually at about 3 to 4 percent, and the increase since
last August of 3.8 percent would have only meant a 23 cent increase
for this year’s wage. Other states, including Washington, Oregon and
Florida, index their minimum wages and have shown little deviance
from national price increases. And after Montana’s last minimum
wage increase in 1996-97, studies didn’t find any significant
increase in job loss, and the low-wage labor market actually per-
formed better.
Raising Montana’s minimum wage to $6.15 an hour isn’t going to
make small businesses go broke. And increasing each successive
year by a mere 20 cents to 30 cents won’t make prices soar for con-
sumers. What it will do is help low-income Montanans survive by
giving them what’s fair for a 40-hour workweek.
– Keriann Lynch,
news editor
Editorial
I-151 would give Montanans a
much-needed raise
Letters From the Frat House
Where have all the pillow f ights gone?
The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and 
guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should be
about 700 words. Please e-mail both to
letters@kaimin.umt.edu, or drop them off 
in Journalism 107. The Montana Kaimin:
Goes great with coffee.www.montana
kaimin.com
 
Civil rights grievances move
nation forward
In 1963, 75 percent of Americans
surveyed responded, “The Negro is
moving too fast” in demanding
equality according to Newsweek,
Oct. 21, 1963: 56.  The following
year, Congress passed the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.  The first broad-
based civil rights legislation aimed
at equal opportunity for individuals
with disabilities did not come until
almost a decade later, with the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.  This
type of legislation did not reach the
private sector until 1990, with the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
Due to this lag, enforcement of dis-
ability law is still in its infancy.     
Ongoing and vigilant enforce-
ment, including the unfettered abili-
ty to file a complaint, is an essential
part of ensuring our civil rights
receive full effect.  These rights are
available to each and every one of
us, and offer protections we now
take for granted.  That many seem-
ingly small individual grievances
have been fought all the way up to
the Supreme Court illustrates how
divergent individual views can be.
But whatever one’s perspective, the
ability to freely exercise one’s civil
rights is a fundamental difference
between this country and those
where people are openly oppressed,
with no voice whatsoever.               
Because of those brave enough to
file complaints in the past higher
education is now integrated, and this
benefits us all.  When I interact with
a mobility-impaired person, I am
reminded of how I take for granted
the “convenience” of unassisted
walking.  I must step outside myself
and take on a different perspective:
To imagine what it would be like to
lack access to enter many buildings,
hike on certain trails or go to a
friend’s home.  And, obviously,
aside from these self-serving bene-
fits, students with disabilities benefit
the University immeasurably with
their individual strengths and abili-
ties.  Our differences make us
stronger and better, and if we respect
them, we come out ahead.    
– Eleanor Laws,
director, UM Office of Equal
Opportunity and Affirmative Action
Who has the right to decide a state’s
existence in the world?
As a high school debate coach, I
wouldn’t allow 16 year olds to
employ the type of logic used by
professor David K. Clark in his Oct.
10 letter.  Not only is his logic (not
him – I make no character attacks)
faulty, its full extensions are fright-
ening.  I will gladly concede to Clark
several points: Yes – the Israeli gov-
ernment should be criticized, the
U.S. government should potentially
take a harder line with Israel and, I
will even concede, the pro-Israel
lobby may have too much power.
However, Clark argues that he, from
his ivory tower, gets to decide which
states do and do not have the right to
exist based on the actions of its gov-
ernment.  I ask you – what about
Britain’s treatment of the Irish, or
our own involvement with the
Contras in South America?  Should
we withdraw all our support for
Britain and by Clark’s logic should
Britain, the United States and every
other country on the planet be anni-
hilated?  Annihilationism is no more
tenable a position than Zionism.  We
should actually be asking professor
Mearsheimer and Walt “what God
has to do with it.”  The real problem
with the paper is not the criticisms of
the Israeli government, but the ques-
tioning of the loyalty of American-
Jews, assuming that we all support
Israel because we are Jewish.  It is
their generalizations such as
“Jewish-American leaders ... ” and
“Jewish congressional staffers ... ”
that have brought God into the mat-
ter.  This is precisely why Walt was
a bad choice as a Presidential
Lecturer – irresponsible dema-
gogues do not promote debate.
There are many scholars (actual
Middle East specialists, unlike Walt)
criticizing the Israeli government
without making “Jewishness” a part
of the issue.  To use debate lingo,
your logic, Clark, does not flow and
perfectly represents the type of mis-
understandings that a lack of aca-
demic integrity disseminates.   
– Sarah Jennings,
senior, 
history and English literature
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.  
If we find a factual error we will correct it.
Letters 
to the editor
Transportation fee covers Park-N-
Ride lift repairs
This is to the ignorant response in
Friday’s Kaimin concerning wheel-
chair users and that they need to
apparently “grow up.” You obvious-
ly have a few misconceptions about
wheelchair users.  First, let me say
your disability is worse than anyone
I know in a wheelchair because
yours is hidden and is called dis-
crimination.  Second, if you think
we enjoy being in a wheelchair that
makes us take up more time than the
average person maybe you should
stop taking simple abilities for grant-
ed.  Agood example of this is wheel-
chair users inability to “walk” any-
where, but especially through snow
— which Montana tends to see a lot
of in the winter.
I am not sure if after reading
Wednesday’s article the thought was
that these lifts have only been bro-
ken down once, or if people think
there are more than one bus on these
routes.  There are two routes with
one bus each.  So, to wait for the
next bus doesn’t help because it is
the same bus with the same broken
lift.  The only bus that comes from
the East Broadway Park-N-Ride has
been broken since last spring when
the lot was constructed.  We are talk-
ing about campus transportation, not
the Mountain Line. 
As far as fees, I have a question
for you.  If you were in a wheelchair
how would you feel when you get
your bill and there is a mandatory
recreation fee, which you have no
way to access the facilities you pay
for?  There is already a transporta-
tion fee included in tuition that cov-
ers these types of repairs.  In other
words, there will not be an increase
in tuition to fix the lifts.
My advice: Before writing a letter
to the editor, one should get more
information and see if that changes
their knee-jerk reaction to an issue.
You might find yourself helping
instead of complaining.
- Kim May,
wheelchair user
Education and debate before
conformity and censorship
Once again, professor Robert
Pack has authored a letter to the
Kaimin disparaging Presidential
Lecture Series speaker Stephen
Walt as an “opinion mongerer”
whose claims are “inflammatory
and reckless.”  What is truly dan-
gerous and irresponsible, howev-
er, is Pack’s assertion that Walt’s
analysis of America’s foreign pol-
icy toward Israel “conjures up”
images of Nazi extermination
camps and fanatical terrorist
regimes in the Middle East.  
If Pack had his way, University
courses would feed students a
hearty supply of “positive infor-
mation about Jewish history and
culture” while dispensing lessons
concerning the complicated ori-
gins of the Israeli state, Israel’s
treatment of Palestinians and the
recent invasion of Lebanon.  In
fact, we should celebrate our uni-
versity community’s resistance to
the ideological laziness prevalent
today that confuses criticism of
Israel’s government with anti-
Semitism.  
In the same edition of the
Kaimin, professor Michael
Mayer, no stranger to this “fash-
ionable controversy,” questions
the selection process of speakers
for the President’s Lecture Series.
To his credit, Mayer appears to
have abandoned his previous habit
of slandering Walt as an anti-
Semite or modern-day Klansman,
and has decided instead to openly
address the primary motivation
behind the continued public con-
demnation of Walt’s appearance
and the dismissal of professor
Richard Drake as coordinator of
the series.  
Since Walt’s lecture, several
individuals have waged a private
letter-writing campaign in an
effort to convince UM President
George Dennison that Drake’s
selection of Walt demands
Drake’s removal.  These subver-
sives not only threaten to damage
the academic integrity of the
series, but also may possibly
inflict a scarring wound on the
University as a whole.  Those who
attempt to stifle the free and open
exchange of ideas through the use
of oversight committees and
smear tactics threaten our intellec-
tual freedom.  In the future, let us
put education before conformity,
and intellectual debate before cen-
sorship.
– Trevor Kilgore,
senior, history
Hats off to UM Productions for
Rolling Stones concert
The Rolling Stones came to town
last week and gave the audience a
show to remember! What made this
endeavor all the more special is that
the individuals responsible for mak-
ing the event happen were UM stu-
dents. UM Productions (formerly
known as ASUM Programming)
enjoys a long tradition in concert
production having been in the busi-
ness for more than 30 years.
While ticket holders first antici-
pated the concert and later enjoyed
it, literally hundreds of students
were working behind the scenes to
make the production successful.
From those who hold leadership
positions in the organization to the
road crew and T-shirt security, stu-
dent staff performed their assigned
tasks in an exemplary fashion. Few,
if any, of these students actually got
to see the concert. Individually and
collectively, they demonstrated pro-
fessionalism, commitment and heart
– and it showed.
In addition, these students suc-
cessfully brought together a team
comprised of campus administra-
tors, staff, faculty, community lead-
ers, law enforcement, media and the
Missoula citizenry – all of whom
took ownership in making the
evening memorable in a positive
way.
My hat is off to UM Productions
for taking on the incredible chal-
lenge of bringing the Rolling Stones
to campus and the Missoula com-
munity. They have every right to be
proud of all that they accomplished.
– Candy Holt,
director, University Center
 
UM majoring in business manage-
ment, sat quietly in the audience
listening to Tester while wearing a
bright Conrad Burns T-shirt.
“I just wanted to see what
Tester was like when he’s not in a
debate setting,” Santucci said.
Though Tester didn’t change his
mind, Santucci said he was happy
to see the candidate talk about
issues rather than spend time
attacking Burns.
Tester and Burns will debate
today in Helena, and in Billings
and Great Falls next week.
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Sunrise Ceremony to bless Native American Studies building site
Before the sun rises above
Mount Sentinel Friday morning,
before the frost leaves the air and
students arrive for classes, some-
thing will happen on the
University of Montana campus
that hasn’t happened in 100 years.  
At 7:15 a.m. Friday, spiritual
leaders from all 12 tribes repre-
sented in Montana will gather at
the proposed building plot for the
new Native American Studies
building, just south of the grizzly
statue, in a ceremony to bless and
heal the site. It has been more than
a century since members of all
Montana tribes have gathered in
one spot for a specific spiritual
purpose.  
The event is open to the public
and after the ceremony everyone
is invited to participate in raising a
teepee on the spot.  
“I’ve been in awe just being a
part of it,” said Julia Horn, senior
director of development for the
College of Arts and Sciences and
fundraising organizer for the
building.  
“This needs to be their ceremo-
ny,” she said. 
Horn said that the response
from the tribes has been over-
whelming. She said that many of
the spiritual leaders have said that
finally the proposed building is
being done in the right way.  
Horn said that in her fundraising
efforts she has contacted other
universities around the United
States that have recently con-
structed Native American Studies
buildings. She said the most res-
onating thought she came across
was the idea that this is more than
a building — it’s also a healing
process and a chance for open dia-
logue with the native community
that can have a profound effect.  
Linda Juneau, a UM alumna,
has helped organize the event,
which will be followed by talks by
President George Dennison and
Salish Kootenai College President
Joe McDonald.  
Friday’s date was chosen to
make the ceremony the first event
of UM’s Homecoming weekend.  
Horn said there are hopes to
build on the site within three to
five years; depending on how
soon the money can be raised. She
said $1 million has already been
collected, mostly from private
individuals and some foundations,
and the fundraising remains
“steady.”
But she also says that in her role
as a fundraiser for the project, she
has stumbled upon something
much bigger than that, involving a
healing of history.  
“We want to move the whole
process forward,” Horn said.
“Not just the fundraising, not just
the building, but the whole
process.”
JACOB BAYNHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Much of it goes toward pricey
equipment and staff payrolls,
Berger said. 
Montana’s goal is to have every
PSAP at Phase II by 2011, she
said. Several states, including
North Dakota, have already met
that goal.  Many others, though,
are also still a long way off. 
One of the challenges in
Montana is the low population
density, Berger said. The state has
relatively few people paying the
surcharge, but a lot of square
miles to cover. 
“The lower population counties
have had a real hard time getting
to the finish line,” she said. 
Another complication is the fact
that Montana has 57 dispatch cen-
ters, a relatively high number for
the population, Berger said. The
upside of that is that dispatchers
won’t be too far from the emer-
gency and should be able to get
help there efficiently. The down-
side is that there are a lot of
PSAPs to upgrade. 
Montana has made a concerted
effort in the past couple of years to
get PSAPs equipped, Berger said,
and may finish the job ahead of
the 2011 target. 
Lives are at stake. Ben Hess is
the 9-1-1 manager for Gallatin
County, one of the four counties in
Montana that have Phase II. A
couple of years ago, before the
technology was in place, two
young women were in a car crash
in the county and the driver was
severely injured, he said.  The pas-
senger had a cell phone and called
9-1-1, but gave the wrong loca-
tion. By the time an ambulance
finally found them, the driver was
dead, Hess said.  
In other instances, callers have
been unable to communicate their
location because they were chok-
ing, in the presence of an abductor
or too severely injured. 
In Missoula County, the hard-
ware for Phase II is in place and is
working for customers of Verizon,
Alltel and some other carriers,
said Chris Loundsbury with the
county 9-1-1 program. That
applies to about 90 percent of cell
phone users, he said. As soon as
the last remaining carriers modify
their cell towers, Missoula will be
totally up to speed, he said. 
Even when Phase II is in place
at every PSAP in the nation, the
surcharge won’t go away, Berger
said. Rather, the money will be
used to pay staff and maintain
equipment.  
9-1-1                    
Continued from Page 1
houses. Alpha Phi is planning on
incorporating a hospital theme to
coincide with the overall “I
‘Heart’ UM” Homecoming theme.
Sigma Chi intends on making
its float a skyline shot of campus
while incorporating either their
house mascot or UM’s Griz mas-
cot, Monte.
“Delta Gammas are famous for
their Montes,” said Tyler
Henneman, Sigma Chi president.
Along the parade route, UM’s
Forestry Club will also be giving
away small saplings.
“We’re giving them away for
people to take home and plant,”
said Jake Caudle, UM Forestry
Club president.
PARADE
Continued from Page 1
TESTER
Continued from Page 1
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University of Montana students
who feel their pants might be get-
ting too tight have the option of
visiting with University Dining
Services’ full-time registered
dietician — UM’s only dietician
who meets with students who
aren’t athletes. 
Marya Bruning
has been
employed by
UDS for five
semesters of her
five years as a
dietician. Half of
her time spent at
UM involves
meeting with stu-
dents one-on-one
to discuss any
issue related to
nutrition, whether
it is obesity, eat-
ing disorders,
high-cholesterol
or wanting to
know how to
become more
healthy. 
“I discuss any-
thing (students)
want to talk about
… Sometimes
people just want
to check in and
make sure they’re
eating well,” she
said. 
The other half
of Bruning’s time is spent visiting
campus dorms and classrooms and
educating the students about nutri-
tion. She also consults with UDS,
helping plan the menus, deciding
which foods to purchase and
working with UDS chefs. 
The nutritional program is free
to students who have on-campus
meal plans, excluding the com-
muter meal plan, and has a fee of
$20 an hour for off-campus stu-
dents. 
If a student is unable to pay for
the services, Bruning does not turn
them away. 
“Money should never be a barri-
er to getting help, we never let that
stand in the way,” she said.  
In offering foods that cater to
vegetarian, vegan, low-calorie and
low-fat diets, UM does a good job
of being nutritious, Cascade
Country Store supervisor Julie
Hafar said. 
“You have a choice about
whether you eat
nutritional food
or not … but
personally I did-
n’t like the
food,” said Brad
Bell, a UM sen-
ior in finance. 
J e s s i c a
Mostad and
Katie Hilmer,
both UM fresh-
men, think UM
has nutritious
options, but
could change it
up by not
always having
the same meat
featured at the
Food Zoo and
by having the
C a s c a d e
Country Store
open on the
weekends. 
Along with
planning a diet,
Bruning said
weight loss is a
common issue
among students,
along with the worry of gaining
the “Freshman 15” for new stu-
dents. 
“The ‘Freshman 15’ is really a
myth. Students don’t gain 15
pounds their first year. But they
might gain an average of four to
six pounds their first year of
school,” she said. 
Hilmer, a psychology major,
said her dad keeps telling her the
“Freshman 15” is going to hit her. 
Mostad, a general studies major,
wasn’t worried about the
“Freshman 15” because her “mom
went to this school and she knew
they were good about having a lot
of variety,” she said.  
Students who come to UM with
food allergies are instructed to
make an appointment with
Bruning, as she has a list of all the
foods offered at UM and the ingre-
dients within them. She helps the
student come up with a healthy
diet plan and tells them where on
campus they can find foods that
are safe for them to eat. 
But not every student knows
about this great resource.
Bell found out about Burning
through his friends majoring in
Health and Human Performance,
but he didn’t know about the serv-
ices that were available to him as a
student. 
Hilmer said she knew about
Bruning by looking at the posters
surrounding the Food Zoo, but she
also didn’t know what kind of
services were offered.
“Bruning is very accessible,
anytime someone has a question
about nutrition or the food, she is
the first person we direct them to
… and she’s more than glad to be
available to anyone,” Hafar said. 
While Bruning thinks UM has
great options for staying on a
healthy path, she said the
University is always working on
improving its menu’s nutritional
value and nutritional information.
She said UDS is very responsive
to student feedback and improves
options based on what students
think about the program.
“There is nothing that’s just a
one-time project; (nutrition) is
something we’re always working
on,” she said. 
Students interested in schedul-
ing an appointment with Bruning
should know that all information
is confidential. They just have to
call 243-6325 and tell the operator
they wish to make an appointment
with the registered dietician. 
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University has dietician available to students free of charge
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
UM sophomore Tonoko Tashiro, a communications major, eats a taco she made Wednesday at the Food Zoo. Although Tashiro thinks the food the University
offers is greasier than in her native Japan, she said she still thinks the salad bar at the UC Court is the healthiest option on campus. “The food here is a lit-
tle bit greasy, but I like the taste,” Tashiro said.
BRENNA MOORE
MONTANA KAIMIN
In offering up some advice for
college students, Bruning men-
tioned the following three
things: 
• Watch portion sizes
It is really easy to eat tons of
food in the Food Zoo because
there are so many different kinds
of food available. Bruning said a
good trick was to take only one
glass and one plate with you
through the lines. 
• Be a good planner
If you know you are not going
to be able to eat a regular meal in
the day, pack some healthy
snacks so you don’t get too hun-
gry. 
• Mind what you drink
Alcohol, smoothies, soda,
sweetened coffee drinks and
juice are all drinks with calories
that add up quickly and they are
easy to forget about. Stick to the
basics: water, coffee and tea. 
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UNITED NATIONS – The
General Assembly will appoint
South Korean Foreign Minister
Ban Ki-moon as the next U.N.
secretary-general on Friday, giv-
ing him a 2 1/2-month transition
before taking over from Kofi
Annan on Jan. 1.
Sheikha Haya Rashed Al
Khalifa, the assembly president,
set the appointment of the new
secretary-general for Friday after-
noon, assembly spokeswoman
Gail Bindley-Taylor Sainte said
late Wednesday.
“The General Assembly is
expected to adopt a resolution,
hopefully by acclamation,
appointing Mr. Ban Ki-moon as
the next secretary-general of the
United Nations,” Sainte said. “We
expect him to take the oath of
office as soon as he is officially
appointed but he doesn’t take
office until Jan. 1.”
Ban’s appointment comes at a
sensitive time with the United
States pressing for strong sanc-
tions against Iran and North Korea
over their nuclear programs, and is
backing a U.N. peacekeeping
force in Darfur to take over from
the African Union.
The Security Council nominat-
ed Ban by acclamation Monday
and asked the 192-member
General Assembly to act promptly
to approve his selection.
Ban was one of seven candi-
dates vying to be the new U.N.
chief and topped four informal
polls in the 15-member council.
One candidate dropped out after a
poor showing in the third round
and the others dropped out after
his front-runner status was con-
firmed in the fourth round.
Ban held a series of meetings on
Wednesday — with Annan,
ambassadors from all the Asian
nations, and U.S. Undersecretary
of State Nicholas Burns. He was
scheduled to meet Thursday with
members of the Nonaligned
Movement and the Group of 77,
the two major organizations repre-
senting developing countries.
“He’s coming to see us little
people,” quipped South Africa’s
U.N. Ambassador Dumisani
Kumalo. “I think the big chal-
lenge, of course, will be dealing
with the big powers, but for the
work here, it will work. ... We
know him. We worked with him.
He’s a very good guy.”
Ban told reporters he was very
encouraged by the warm support
from the Asian Group.
“I’m very much committed to
work in my capacity as the secre-
tary-general for the advancement
of this great organization, the
United Nations,” he said.
Ban said he would have three
priorities as secretary-general.
His first priority is the make the
U.N. “more efficient and effective
and relevant” in meeting the chal-
lenges of the 21st century, he said.
Secondly, he said, “I (will) try
my utmost efforts to bring the trust
and confidence among member
states.”
Ban said his third priority is to
use the U.N.’s limited resources
and manpower more effectively
and try to reduce “the redundan-
cies and overlappings” in the
“overstretched” organization.
Burns said the United States
was “a very strong supporter” of
the new secretary-general.
“We think he’s going to be an
outstanding secretary-general of
the U.N.,” he said.
Ban, 62, would be the eighth
secretary-general in the United
Nations’ 60-year history, oversee-
ing an organization with some
92,000 peacekeepers around the
world and a $5 billion annual
budget. The world body’s man-
date, however, is much broader
than peace and security issues and
includes fighting hunger, helping
refugees, slowing the spread of
HIV/AIDS and promoting educa-
tion, development and human
rights.
By tradition, most countries
agree that the next secretary-gen-
eral should come from Asia
because of a tradition that the post
rotate among the regions of the
world. The last Asian secretary-
general was Burma’s U Thant,
who served from 1961-71.
Ban has been South Korea’s for-
eign minister for over 2 1/2 years
and served as national security
adviser to two presidents — jobs
that focused on relations with the
North.
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WASHINGTON – President Bush unapologetically
defended his approach to North Korea’s nuclear weapons
program Wednesday, pledging he would not change course
despite contentions that Pyongyang’s apparent atomic test
proved the failure of his nearly six years of effort.
Bush rejected the idea of direct U.S.-North Korea talks,
saying the Koreans were more likely to listen if confronted
with the combined protest of many nations.
The president said he was not backing down from his
assertion three years ago that “we will not tolerate nuclear
weapons in North Korea.”
He said the United States “reserves all options to defend
our friends and our interests in the region against the threats
from North Korea,” a stance he said includes increased
defense cooperation, especially on missile defense, with
Japan and South Korea.
But he added: “I believe the commander in chief must try
all diplomatic measures before we commit our military.”
The president appeared at a news conference in the White
House’s Rose Garden in an effort to rescue a diplomatic
drive to contain North Korea and to rebut charges he had
been distracted by the Iraq war from the developing threat
in Asia.
Aftershocks of North Korea’s claimed nuclear test con-
tinued reverberating around the world.
At the United Nations, the United States and Japan
pushed China and South Korea to support a sanctions reso-
lution that would deliver what Bush called “serious reper-
cussions” for Pyongyang, including cargo inspections.
Japanese officials, fearing for their nation just across the
Sea of Japan from North Korea, took action on their own to
choke off an economic lifeline for the impoverished com-
munist nation, barring lucrative North Korean imports,
most entries into the country by North Koreans and the
presence of North Korean ships in Japanese ports.
South Korea, which fought a war with the North in the
1950s and like Japan regards Pyongyang warily, checked its
readiness for nuclear warfare. The defense minister said
Seoul could expand its conventional arsenal and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff recommended improved defenses.
North Korea, in its first formal statement since Monday’s
test announcement, warned that new sanctions would be
considered an act of war that would bring unspecified
“physical corresponding measures.”
North Korea’s No. 2 leader Kim Yong Nam said more
nuclear tests are possible. And while the Demilitarized
Zone dividing the two Koreas remained calm, North
Korean troops tried to provoke guards on the southern side
by spitting across the line, making throat-slashing hand ges-
tures and flashing middle fingers, according to a U.S. mili-
tary spokesman.
In Washington, Democrats contended that Bush has mis-
handled North Korea by pursuing a strategy that led to a
400 percent increase in the nation’s nuclear capabilities
under his watch.
“President Bush tries to talk tough, but he doesn’t act
smart,” said Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev.
“He insists on stubbornly following policies that don’t
work, and it is time for a change.”
William Perry, a defense secretary under former
President Clinton, said the U.S. government must abandon
its desire for a new government in Pyongyang and agree to
direct, one-on-one talks — even if on the sidelines of long-
stalled six-party talks that also include China, South Korea,
Japan and Russia.
“Until we make those two steps, we’re in a lost cause try-
ing to deal with on North Korea,” Perry said in a conference
call with reporters.
The call for bilateral negotiations was echoed Wednesday
by U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan from New York.
But Bush again rebuffed the idea.
“One has a stronger hand when there’s more people play-
ing your same cards,” he said in an hourlong news confer-
ence that was dominated by the North Korean crisis. “It is
much easier for a nation to hear what I believe are legiti-
mate demands if there’s more than one voice speaking.”
Bush defends his stance as North Korea denounces potential sanctions
JENNIVER LOVEN
ASSOCIATED PRESS
S. Korean Ban Ki-Moon to rise Friday as U.N.’s next secretary-general
EDITH M. LEDERER
ASSOCIATED PRESS
U.S. and Japan push for quick U.N. reprimand of N. Korea nuke testing
UNITED NATIONS – The
United States hopes to pass a new
draft U.N. Security Council reso-
lution on Friday to punish North
Korea over its claimed nuclear
test, U.S. Ambassador John
Bolton said.
The new draft, which the U.S.
will formally introduce on
Thursday, is part of American and
Japanese efforts for a quick
Security Council rebuke to the
North for its alleged test Monday,
which raised tension surrounding
Pyongyang’s clandestine nuclear
program and drew near-universal
condemnation from around the
world.
“There are still a lot of com-
ments that have been made, and
areas of disagreement, but as
we’ve said repeatedly, we think
this requires a strong and swift
response,” Bolton said Wednesday
after a meeting with the ambassa-
dors of Britain, France and Japan.
“Now, we’re certainly prepared
for further discussion but today is
late Wednesday and to have a vote
by the end of the week, we need to
move expeditiously tomorrow,
which we’re going to try to do,”
he said.
Earlier Wednesday, Secretary-
General Kofi Annan urged the
United States to hold bilateral
talks with North Korea and called
on the communist nation not to
escalate an “extremely difficult”
situation.
“I have always argued that we
should talk to parties whose
behavior we want to change,
whose behavior we want to influ-
ence, and from that point of view I
believe that ... (the) U.S. and
North Korea should talk,” Annan
said.
The United States has refused to
talk one-on-one with North Korea
except on the margins of six-party
talks aimed at persuading the
North to abandon its nuclear pro-
gram. Bolton was quick to dismiss
Annan’s remarks, saying only: “I
think we’ve expressed our view
on that.”
The Americans’ new offering
introduces significant changes to a
previous draft resolution, circulat-
ed by the U.S. on Tuesday. The
latest draft was expected to be cir-
culated later Wednesday, when
details were likely to be made
known.
The previous draft would pro-
hibit trade in materials that could
be used to make or deliver
weapons of mass destruction, and
require states to ensure that North
Korea not use their territory or
entities for proliferation or illicit
activities. Financial transactions
that North Korea could use to sup-
port those programs would also be
banned, under the previous draft.
The main impediment to the
American draft so far has been
China, which wants a far more
limited package of sanctions, con-
nected solely to the North’s
nuclear program. While it says its
neighbor should be punished, offi-
cials want the scope of the sanc-
tions to be focused more narrowly.
Another issue of dispute is how
strongly to enforce the resolution.
The United States and Japan want
the resolution passed under
Chapter 7 of the U.N. Charter,
which would allow the council to
enforce it with sanctions, a block-
ade or even military force.
Yet China wants to invoke only
Article 41 of Chapter 7, which
removes the threat of a blockade
or military force. Article 41 would
allow “complete or partial inter-
ruption of economic relations and
of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic,
radio and other means of commu-
nication, and the severance of
diplomatic relations.”
China’s U.N. Ambassador
Wang Guangya left a morning
meeting with only one comment
— that Chapter 41 “serves our
purpose.”
A U.N. Security Council diplo-
mat said the latest draft would
probably retain the full mention of
Chapter 7 — clouding prospects
that the document could be passed
on the American schedule. The
diplomat spoke on condition of
anonymity because the document
has not been released.
South Korean Foreign Minister
Ban Ki-moon, the Security
Council’s nominee for the secre-
tary-general, backed a quick reso-
lution. He was in New York to
meet with diplomats before the
General Assembly vote that will
formally name him Annan’s suc-
cessor.
“My government has expressed
our strong support for the speedy
action to be taken by the Security
Council and we’ll have a close
consultation with the members of
the Security Council,” he told The
Associated Press.
The debate — with the U.S.,
Britain and France facing off
against China and Russia —
echoes the arguments made during
Security Council negotiations
over how sternly to rebuke Iran
for its suspect nuclear program. In
that case, because of Chinese and
Russian resistance, the council
agreed to invoke Chapter 7’s
Article 40, which is even weaker.
The Chinese stance drew frus-
tration from Japan which, more
than anyone else, wants tougher
sanctions.
“We do recognize, acknowledge
that they have made some effort,
but in our view, we would have to
ask them to make further efforts,”
Japan’s U.N. Ambassador Kenzo
Oshima said.
NICK WADHAMS
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Just two years after getting his first tattoo, Lee Burns
started wielding the needle himself. 
Doesn’t sound too far out there until you hear this – he
got that first one at just 10 years old.
Burns, now the owner of Missoula’s Painless Steel
Tattooing and Body Piercing, remembers giving his buddy
a cartoon tattoo while sitting at his mother’s kitchen table. 
“We took it right out of the paper,” he said. Burns was
13 at the time, with a good year of experience under his
belt. 
Now 37, Burns has been tattooing at Painless Steel
since he opened it in 1991. In the last 15 years, he said,
the tattoo industry has seen its fair share of changes –
from the ink to the clientele.
“The ink’s a lot better (now),” Burns said. “Inks used to
have a lot of metals in them.” For instance, some red pig-
ments contained magnesium and mercury — elements less
than ideal for the skin. 
As a shop owner and still an artist himself, Burns said
he thinks about what’s going into the needle, but the
majority of his customers don’t ask what’s in the ink.
“Surprisingly, they just figure it’s safe,” he said.
One of the most recent developments in tattoo arts is a
new type of ink, due on the market in one to two years.
Developed by Richard Henderson, a dermatology profes-
sor at Harvard Medical School, the ink is made up of sub-
micron particles designed to hold pigment permanently.  It
is completely removable – in only one or two laser treat-
ments, as opposed to the four to 12 currently needed to
remove inks—and uses FDA-approved chemicals that are
completely safe.  Henderson is still developing and testing
a color range of the inks. 
“My first concern is, is it going to last under the sun for
long?” asked Burns of the potential new product. He looks
for products that won’t succumb to UV rays, which have
been the culprit behind many faded tattoos.
“Most people want tattoos forever when they get them,”
Burns said, so he chooses inks for their durability. “I get
the ones that stay really well.” 
Still, Burns said he thinks some people might be more
interested in tattoos that come with an easier return policy,
but said people probably shouldn’t go for the gusto if they
think they’re going to want it gone in five years. “I think
if you get a tattoo, you ought to want it,” he said. 
Kristina Gizinski, a Painless Steel patron and 2006
University of Montana graduate, said she’s never really
considered getting her tattoos removed, though she defi-
nitely became aware of them more once she left college
for a more professional realm. 
“The one on my back still looks halfway decent with a
nice dress, but my goldfish tattoo is in color,” Gizinski
said. “But I still really like it, and I’m keeping it.”
Burns feels the same about most of his. “I’m thinking
about getting some removed,” but only to make space for
some new art, he said. 
Burns estimates 50 to 60 percent of his studio’s cus-
tomers are college students, and the ratio of men to
women is about half and half – though that hasn’t always
been the case. 
“When I started tattooing, women who had tattoos were
still considered Jezebels,” Burns said. Now, there are
times when women are outnumbering the guys. Burns said
it’s not uncommon to see mothers and daughters come in
to get tattoos, celebrating an 18th birthday or starting col-
lege.
“I got my first tattoo one day after my 18th birthday, in
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada,” said Gizinski, now 24.
That was her way of celebrating. “I am a scuba diver, I
figured it was appropriate,” Gizinski said of her two-inch
diameter goldfish, which she named Caesar.
At 19 she went for the larger, across-the-shoulders tribal
tattoo, which a Painless Steel artist designed for her. 
The styles, prevalence and complexity of tattoos have
been steadily moving up, Burns said. “It went from very
basic, 15 years ago, to where now we try to do anything.”
That includes large portraits, tattoos with upwards of 12
colors and art anywhere on the body you can think of. 
Burns said Missoula’s college-age students have a few
tattoo trends he’s noticed. 
“For the gals, I’m still doing a lot of flowers, viney
stuff, butterflies,” Burns said. “The guys, there’s a lot of
the old-school right now, nautical stars, sparrows and kan-
jis (Japanese symbols).” 
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“Most people want tattoos forever when they get them.”
got ink? Body art goes fromtaboo to all the buzz
Past “Best of Missoula” Best Tattoo Parlor winner Painless Steel has been in its newly renovated build-
ing since 1995. The shop has three floors, a workroom for each artist, a screenprinting shop, and a
large front room with a 1950s diner feel.
Missoula Painless Steel owner Lee Burns got his first tattoo when he was 10 years old and began learning the art of tattooing himself shortly thereafter.  He
opened Painless Steel in 1991; the shop currently employs eight tattoo artists.
Hannah Heimbuch
Amanda Determan
photographs by
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?
“You’ve gotta live with every bad tattoo you’ve ever done,” tattoo artist Scott Fieldhouse says as he works on a coverup piece for a patron.  Despite this fact, Fieldhouse says there are still some dodgy shops out there doing sub-par work.  “If you get a creepy feel-
ing [when you go into a tattoo parlor],” Fieldhouse advises, “go with your gut.”
Levi Bessette compares his new tattoo, the outline of which tattoo artist Scott Fieldhouse did two
days ago, with the original sketches on Fieldhouse’s desk.  When completed, both of Bessette’s
arms will be adorned with Fieldhouse-designed voodoo-themed skulls and ephemera.
Painless Steel tattoo artist Scott Fieldhouse refills his needles with ink during work on Tony Blixt’s left bicep, a tattoo of a rose and Blixt’s daughter’s name.
Fieldhouse has been tattooing for eight years, since apprenticing in Miami, Florida – a city which also hosts the TLC show “Miami Ink.”  Fieldhouse says shows
like “Miami Ink” and “Ink’d” have impacted the tattooing industry by giving people the confidence to indulge their curiosity about tattoos.
NEW YORK – Cory Lidle
hoped to use his passion for flying
to get away from a most difficult
season.
Criticized by former teammates
in Philadelphia and attacked in the
New York media, Lidle looked
forward to piloting himself back
home to California once the
Yankees lost in the playoffs.
Instead, the 34-year-old
Yankees pitcher was killed along
with a second person Wednesday
when his small plane crashed into
a 40-story skyscraper in
Manhattan.
“This is a terrible and shocking
tragedy that has stunned the entire
Yankees organization,” Yankees
owner George Steinbrenner said
in a statement.
Said commissioner Bud Selig:
“All of baseball is shocked and
terribly saddened by the sudden
and tragic passing of Cory Lidle.”
Lidle got his pilot’s license last
offseason, bought his own plane
and tried to spend every spare
moment in the air.
“Yeah, it’s risky, but no more
risky than driving a car,” he said in
August.
A friend of Lidle’s said the
pitcher had phoned earlier
Wednesday to say he would stop
in Nashville, Tenn., on his way to
California.
“He called me about 11:30 this
morning ... and said that he was
still planning on coming in, that
there were some weather cells
around Nashville and that he had a
flight instructor with him and that
they’d be in about 5,” Dave Whitis
told radio station WGFX.
“He was actually going to take
me up in his plane when he got
here,” Whitis said.
Lidle agreed to a $6.3 million,
two-year deal with the Phillies in
November 2004. The contract
contained a provision saying the
team could get out of paying the
remainder if he was injured or
killed while piloting a plane.
Because the regular season was
over, Lidle had already received
the full amount in the contract.
For nearly a decade, Lidle put
together a successful career as a
major league pitcher by living on
the edge. Not the hardest thrower,
he worked to the corners.
“Cory was a gambler. He
always tried to take chances,”
Oakland coach Ron Washington
said Wednesday before the
Athletics faced Detroit in the AL
playoffs.
Lidle went 82-72 with a 4.57
ERA in a career that started in
1997. He played for the New York
Mets, Tampa Bay, Oakland,
Toronto, Cincinnati, Philadelphia
and the Yankees.
Still in the minors, Lidle played
one game for the Milwaukee
Brewers in a 1995 spring training
game while major leaguers were
on strike. That one-inning stint as
a replacement player haunted him
later in his career, and Lidle was
taunted as a “scab” by Phillies
pitcher Arthur Rhodes after being
traded to the Yankees on July 30.
Then Lidle was dropped from
the Yankees’ postseason rotation,
reduced to a relief role instead of
starting in the surprising four-
game loss to Detroit. After the
defeat, Lidle was quoted as saying
the Yankees weren’t as prepared
as the Tigers.
On Tuesday, aware that he was
getting criticized on WFAN radio,
he called the station to defend
himself. What ensued was a testy
interview, with Lidle insisting his
comments were not directed at
manager Joe Torre.
“All I ever said was that they
came more ready to play than us.
They won that series. They out-
pitched us, they outhit us, they
outfielded us. They were more
ready to play than we were,” Lidle
said on WFAN.
“I want to win as much as any-
body. But what am I supposed to
do? Go cry in my apartment for
the next two weeks?”
Lidle said he was sure the
Yankees weren’t happy about his
plane, but added that no one in the
organization had said anything to
him about it.
Players flying airplanes is a
troubling topic for the Yankees.
Team captain Thurman Munson
was killed flying his own plane
during the 1979 season in Ohio,
and his catcher’s gear still hangs
in a special spot in the Yankees’
clubhouse.
“This is a terrible shock,” Torre
said. “I was with (coaches) Ron
Guidry and Lee Mazzilli when I
heard the news and we were just
stunned. Cory’s time with the
Yankees was short, but he was a
good teammate and a great com-
petitor. My heart goes out to his
family.”
Lidle played in high school with
Jason Giambi, and they became
teammates on the Yankees this
season.
“Right now, I am really in a
state of shock, as I am sure the
entire MLB family is,” Giambi
said in a statement.
“My thoughts are with Cory’s
relatives and the loved ones of the
others who were injured or killed
in this plane crash. I have known
Cory and his wife, Melanie, for
over 18 years and watched his son
grow up. We played high school
ball together and have remained
close throughout our careers. We
were excited to be reunited in
New York this year and I am just
devastated to hear this news,” he
said.
Lidle had a 6-year-old son,
Christopher.
Lidle said he liked to fly around
in the offseason to see family and
friends, especially his brother, a
former minor league player, in
Florida.
In the clubhouse, Lidle liked to
have fun, former Oakland team-
mate Barry Zito remembered.
“We would call him ‘Snacks’
because he would eat Reese’s
between innings when he was
pitching,” the A’s pitcher said.
“He’d have Whoppers, ice cream
all while throwing eight scoreless
innings.”
———
AP Sports Writers Gregg Bell in
Seattle, Janie McCauley in
Oakland and Ronald Blum, Mike
Fitzpatrick and R.B. Fallstrom in
New York contributed to this
report.
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How YOU doin’?
Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin 
A singer identified as Kiara Drake sings karaoke in the UC Wednesday, as part of the Lambda Alliance’s Coming Out day.  Cross-dressers and
drag queens participated during the event, which drew a large crowd.  
Montana Kaimin
Providing campus happenings since 1898.
www.montanakaimin.com
 
WASHINGTON – The U.S.
Army has plans to keep the cur-
rent level of soldiers in Iraq
through 2010, the top Army offi-
cer said Wednesday, a later date
than Bush administration or
Pentagon officials have mentioned
thus far.
The Army chief of staff, Gen.
Peter J. Schoomaker, cautioned
against reading too much into the
planning, saying troops levels
could be adjusted to actual condi-
tions in Iraq. He said it is easier to
hold back forces scheduled to go
there than to prepare and deploy
units at the last minute.
“This is not a prediction that
things are going poorly or better,”
Schoomaker told reporters. “It’s
just that I have to have enough
ammo in the magazine that I can
continue to shoot as long as they
want us to shoot.”
His comments were the latest
acknowledgment by Pentagon
officials that a significant with-
drawal of troops from Iraq is not
likely in the immediate future.
Currently there are 141,000
troops in Iraq, including 120,000
Army soldiers. Those soldiers are
divided among 15 Army combat
brigades plus other support units.
Schoomaker’s comments come
less than four weeks before con-
gressional elections, in which the
unpopular war in Iraq and the
Bush administration’s policies
there are a major campaign issue.
Last month, the top U.S. com-
mander in the Middle East, Gen.
John Abizaid, said the military
would likely maintain or possibly
even increase the current force
levels through next spring.
In recent months the Army has
shown signs of strain, as Pentagon
officials have had to extend the
Iraq deployments of two brigades
in order to bolster security in
Baghdad and allow units heading
into the country to have at least
one year at home before redeploy-
ing.
Schoomaker said he has
received no new guidance from
commanders in Iraq as to when
the U.S. will be able to begin
reducing the number of troops
there. Last year officials had
hoped to be down to about
100,000 by the end of this year,
but escalating violence and sectar-
ian tensions have prompted mili-
tary leaders to increase forces.
He also said the Army will have
to rely on the National Guard and
Reserves to maintain the current
level of deployments. When asked
about concerns that reserve units
are struggling to get the training
and equipment they need before
going back to Iraq, Schoomaker
said that no troops would be sent
into war without needed
resources.
In separate remarks to reporters,
Gen. Richard Cody, the Army vice
chief of staff, said soldiers need
more than 12 months between
deployments to Iraq so they can
do a full range of combat training
and complete the kinds of educa-
tional programs that enable the
Army to grow a fully mature offi-
cer corps.
“We need to reset the sergeants
and send them to schools, the lieu-
tenants and captains and send
them off, so that we don’t erode
and become an Army that only can
fight a counterinsurgency,” Cody
said. He added that North Korea’s
announced nuclear test “reminds
us all that we may not just be in a
counterinsurgency fight and we
have to have full-spectrum capa-
bility.”
Schoomaker spoke as the U.S.
military death toll in Iraq rose to at
least 2,750 since the war’s start in
March 2003. On Wednesday, the
U.S. command said three U.S.
Marines and two soldiers were
killed in fighting there.
MILWAUKEE – A university instructor who came under
scrutiny for arguing that the U.S. government orchestrated
the Sept. 11 attacks likens President Bush to Adolf Hitler in
an essay his students are being required to buy for his
course.
The essay by Kevin Barrett, “Interpreting the
Unspeakable: The Myth of 9/11,” is part of a $20 book of
essays by 15 authors, according to an unedited copy first
obtained by WKOW-TV in Madison and later by the
Associated Press.
The book’s title is “9/11 and American Empire: Muslims,
Jews, and Christians Speak Out.” It is on the syllabus for
Barrett’s course at the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
“Islam: Religion and Culture,” but only three of the essays
are required reading, not including Barrett’s essay.
Barrett, a part-time instructor who holds a doctorate in
African languages and literature and folklore from UW-
Madison, is active in a group called Scholars for 9/11 Truth.
The group’s members say U.S. officials, not al-Qaida ter-
rorists, were behind the attacks on the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon on Sept. 11, 2001.
“Like Bush and the neocons, Hitler and the Nazis inau-
gurated their new era by destroying an architectural monu-
ment and blaming its destruction on their designated ene-
mies,” he wrote.
Barrett said Tuesday he was comparing the attacks to the
burning of the German parliament building, the Reichstag,
in 1933, a key event in the establishment of the Nazi dicta-
torship.
“That’s not comparing them as people, that’s comparing
the Reichstag fire to the demolition of the World Trade
Center, and that’s an accurate comparison that I would
stand by,” he said.
He added: “Hitler had a good 20 to 30 IQ points on Bush,
so comparing Bush to Hitler would in many ways be an
insult to Hitler.”
Moira Megargee, publicity director for the Northampton,
Mass., publisher Interlink, said the book is due out at the
end of November and the editing isn’t finished.
“It is not final and for all we know that essay may not be
in the book or may be edited,” she said.
The university’s decision to allow Barrett to teach the
course touched off a controversy over the summer once his
views became widely known.
Sixty-one state legislators denounced the move. One
county board cut its funding for the UW-Extension by
$8,247 — the amount Barrett will earn for teaching the
course — in a symbolic protest, even though the course is
unrelated to that branch of the UW System.
Democratic Gov. Jim Doyle and his Republican chal-
lenger, Mark Green, have both said they believe Barrett
should be fired.
One essay Barrett is requiring students to read is entitled:
“A Clash Between Justice and Greed,” and argues that con-
flicts between Islam and the western world were made up
after the “collapse of the Soviet Union to justify U.S.
‘defense’ spending, and to provide a pretext of controlling
the world’s resources.”
The author of another essay, “Interpreting Terrorism:
Muslim Problem or Covert Operations Nightmare?,” con-
tends some western intelligence agencies are commiting
acts of terrorism to make them look like the work of radical
Islamics.
The university’s chief academic officer, Provost Patrick
Farrell, decided to retain Barrett for the course after review-
ing his plans and qualifications. He said Barrett could pres-
ent his ideas during one week of the course as long as stu-
dents were allowed to challenge them.
He later warned Barrett to stop seeking publicity for his
personal political views.
Farrell said he has not seen the essay, but faculty can
assign readings that may not be popular to everyone.
“I think part of the role of any challenging course here is
going to encourage students to think of things from a vari-
ety of perspectives,” he said.
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U.S. Army says it plans to keep current  troop levels in Iraq until 2010
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It’s all about consistency.
That’s what both the University
of Montana and Sacramento State
volleyball teams are talking about
in preparation for its match
tonight.
“Sacramento State is the most
consistent team in our confer-
ence,” UM setter Shelley Boyd
said. “They’re just going to con-
tinually put the ball on your side
of the court over and over again,
and expect eventually that you are
going to make a mistake and they
won’t.”
Currently first place in the Big
Sky Conference with a 6-0 confer-
ence record, Sacramento State is
the team to beat.
“I think that we’re a good
defensive team; we block pretty
well and we dig a lot of balls,”
Sacramento State head coach
Debby Colberg said. “We tend to
keep the ball in play, and are will-
ing to rally with teams. Hopefully,
they’ll make the first mistake.”
Sac State juniors Michelle
Franz and Lindsay Haupt are two
of the Hornets’ top hitters.
Franz is currently ranked first in
the Big Sky with 1.78 blocks per
game and a .361 hitting percent-
age. Franz has also posted double
digit kills four times in her last six
matches. Haupt is close behind
with 1.53 blocks per game and a
hitting percentage of .309. She has
posted double figures in kills the
past three matches.
UM head coach Jerry Wagner
said that Sac State is a well-
coached and confident team.
“They’re confident because
they consistently put you in a situ-
ation where you have to make
something happen,” Wagner said.
“They don’t make any errors, and
it’s going to be a true test of
wills.”
Montana (7-9, 4-3 BSC) returns
to the court after two disappoint-
ing conference losses to Portland
State and Eastern Washington last
week.
Montana lost to Portland State
4-1 and was swept by the Eagles
3-0.
Boyd said the Griz are working
on focusing more on their own
team this week in practice. 
“I think as far as our attitudes
go, we feel like we’re one of the
top teams in this conference and
that we deserve to be one of the
top teams,” Boyd said. “We’ve let
a couple games slide here and
there, which you know is going to
happen in our conference because
everyone is so close in ability.”
Montana is currently fourth in
the Big Sky Conference standings
and an upset against the Hornets
could be a determining factor in
conference play.
UM outside hitter Claudia
Houle leads Montana with 4.36
kills per game. Sophomore out-
side hitter Micaela Parker and sen-
ior middle hitter EvaLyn
Whitehead are adding 2.73 and
2.14 kills per game respectively.
On defense, junior libero Jackie
White has a total of 236 digs this
season; averaging 4.14 per game.
Whitehead is dominating the net
with 17 total solo blocks this sea-
son; averaging 1.11 per game.
“We think they’re a big team,
and so we think we’ll have to con-
tend with them on the net,”
Colberg said of Montana. 
In order for the Griz to excel
against the Hornets, Wagner said
Montana needs to work on its con-
sistency and putting themselves in
a positive frame of mind.
“They do have areas that you
can exploit, but you have to put
yourself in a position to take
advantage of those things,” he
said. 
UM plays Sacramento State at 7
p.m. in the Western Auxiliary
Gym.
Griz volleyball takes on Sac State following consecutive losses
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Amanda Determan/Montana Kaimin
Micaela Parker bumps the ball during a passing drill while teammate Stephanie Turner looks on.  The
Lady Griz volleyball team takes on Sacramento State at home tonight at 7 p.m.
UM golfer wins Big Sky award
UM senior Jill Walker was
named the Big Sky Conference
golfer of the week Wednesday.
Walker led UM to a sixth-place
finish at the Boise State Bronco
Fall Invitational earlier this week.
Walker, from Weiser, Idaho, shot
rounds of 76, 74 and 72 en route
to a seventh-place finish on the
individual leader board. Walker
was the top finisher among Big
Sky golfers in the field.
Walker’s teammate, senior
Krista Swanson, finished a stroke
behind in a tie for eighth place.
This is Walker’s second golfer
of the week honor.
- Kaimin Sports Staff
Kaimin Sports
Better than Game Day football
www.montanakaimin.com
Jill Walker
 
There’s not much more that col-
lege students love than free stuff,
and the University of Montana’s
student fan club, the Silver Streak,
is proof of that.
The fan club gives away money
to students at games and also
gives coupons and prizes to stu-
dents who attend a certain amount
of games.
“If I wasn’t a part of the fan
club, I wouldn’t be going to as
many games as I’m going to,” said
Kelsey Poore, a sophomore in
accounting.
The club, which was started in
2004 by Christie Anderson, UM
marketing director, was created to
help drum up attendance at soccer,
volleyball and basketball games.
“We’re trying to let the students
feel like they belong to some-
thing,” Anderson said.
When the club began in 2004, it
only cost $2 to get a T-shirt with
the “UM” initials interlocked on
the front with a list of advertisers
on the back. About 500 people
signed up the first year, and about
another 500 signed up the follow-
ing year with little change in the
club.
This year, however, the club has
taken things to another level. 
The cost to be a member of the
club is now $10, and members get
a T-shirt along with a Griz tag.
Griz tags resemble military dog
tags. On the front of a Griz tag is a
Griz logo, and on the back is a bar
code that, when scanned at games,
can be used to track the number of
games members go to and what
games they are attending.
“I’m able to track who my
crowd is,” Anderson said. “How
can I cater to them? What can I do
to make them happy.”
Beginning last year only stu-
dents with the fan club shirts were
allowed to participate in halftime
games such as the “Dash for
Cash” where one student at each
end of the court has to pick up as
many $1 bills as they can before
time runs out.
Every time a Silver Streak
member checks in at either a vol-
leyball, soccer or basketball game,
they earn a point, except for Cat-
Griz games where they earn two
points.
As these points accumulate dur-
ing a school year, members
receive prizes as they reach cer-
tain point totals. For example,
three points get members a free
cheeseburger and $1 off at the
Loose Caboose. The top award is
a $25 gas card at Noon’s and a
Griz cup from Liquid Planet val-
ued at $30, which are given to
members once they get 48 points.
There are also large cash prizes
given to the members who attend
the most games in one school year.
The member who attends the most
games wins $500, second place
gets $300 and third nets $200.
“We’re not just trying to give
discount coupons,” Anderson said.
“We’re actually trying to give free
products.”
So far Anderson’s new program
with the Griz tags has brought in
about 50 new members, and the
fan club in all has about 1,000, she
said.
Many student athletes have
become members of the club and
have tried to promote the idea
around campus.
“Our student athletes under-
stand that our students are the
ones who create the atmosphere in
our venues,” Anderson said.
“They love to play in front of their
peers.”
Anderson said she hopes the
club continues to grow and bring
new fans to some of the Griz
games that don’t receive the same
attention as football. In some
cases, it seems to be working.
“I’ve never been to a soccer
game, but I’m planning on going
to the last one that I can go to just
because of the fan club,” Poore
said.
While interning this summer in
Tacoma, Wash., I spent a lot of
time in the press box at Cheney
Stadium with another intern, who
is a lifelong Detroit Tigers fan.
When I asked him if he was enjoy-
ing the Tigers’ amazing season, he
replied that he was, but that he
was a bit annoyed by his friends
back home jumping back on the
Detroit bandwagon after years of
ignoring the franchise.
Well kid, bad news, I am offi-
cially jumping on that rickety
Detroit bandwagon too. You see,
as natives of a state whose biggest
sporting franchise is a I-AA foot-
ball team, we Montanans have to
go elsewhere to adopt our favorite
sporting franchises. However,
since we aren’t tied down to any
certain locale, it is a lot easier to
root for teams that actually win,
which is why you will find a lot
more fans of the Boston Red Sox
(who play their home games more
than 2,500 miles from Missoula)
than, say, the Seattle Mariners
(about 500 miles).
But I’ve got my reasons for
jumping on board with Pudge and
the rest of my Detroit Tigers, and
these reasons are legit … about as
legit as Stuart Scott’s street cred.
* The Tigers ousted the loathed
Yankees from the playoffs.
* The elder statesman of
Detroit’s pitching staff is named
Kenny Rogers, sharing the same
name as the country music croon-
er who has cranked out such hits
as “The Gambler” and “Lucille.”
Show me a team with a pitcher
named Garth Brooks and I’ll jump
on its bandwagon too.
* From April through the begin-
ning of September, I passionately
root for my beloved Colorado
Rockies, who haven’t made the
playoffs since 1996. Backup
Tigers infielder Neifi Perez
manned the shortstop position in
the Mile High City for six years
while current Detroit closer Todd
Jones was a mediocre 2-8 with
one save during two lackluster
seasons. So, in some ways, Neifi
and Todd are not only playing for
the proud city of Detroit, they are
playing for me and my boys down
in the CO.
* The Tigers pitching staff made
A-Rod look about as athletically
gifted as the D-list celebrities on
VH1’s “Celebrity Fit Club.”
* I also will root for the Tigers
because I am unoriginal. I have no
clue what a Metropolitan is nor
could I tell if a St. Louis Cardinal
is a bird or a religious figure, so it
just seems easier to root for a team
that shares the same nickname as
40,224 elementary schools across
the country.
* And while I cringe at original-
ity, I spite dumbness and thus I am
not too fond of the Oakland nick-
name. Seriously, an Athletic? I
understand that professional ball
players are more athletic than the
dudes you’ll find at the UM Rec
Center, but must we be so redun-
dant and obvious? Also, I am not a
fan of Oakland’s shortened nick-
name: the A’s. What’s wrong with
the other 25 letters? Why not the
Oakland B’s or L’s? I am not a fan
of segregation, even letter segre-
gation, except for the segregation
that includes me and spicy Latin
pop sensation Shakira being seg-
regated on a desert island from the
rest of you losers.
* My Detroit Tigers beat the
abhorrent Yankees.
* I saw a recent Conrad Burns
advertisement that said Democrat
Jon Tester wanted to “repeal it.” I
assume by “it,” Tester means the
playoff chances of the Cards, Mets
and A’s, which puts Tester on the
same bandwagon as me. Either
that or he’s a terrorist.
* In an effort to be politically
fair (and thus avoid a handful of
oversensitive College Democrats
flooding the Kaimin inbox with e-
mails claiming they are somehow
being “shit on,” or something), I
presume Conrad Burns is also on
the Tigers bandwagon. Either that
or he also is a terrorist.
* Terrorists hate America, waf-
fles and the Detroit Tigers. They
do, however, like the Pittsburgh
Steelers. Seriously, Osama Bin
Laden has Ben Roethlisberger on
speed dial.
* On the roster of the Tigers’
AAA franchise, the Toledo Mud
Hens, there is a pitcher named
Lance Davis. We could be related;
I’ll have to check my family tree.
* I would love to tie a “Cosby
Show” reference in here, but I
can’t think of one. However, I am
going to assume that the Huxtable
family roots for the Tigers. Do you
know what show had ties with
Keith Hernandez, a former Mets
and Cardinals first baseman?
“Seinfeld,” and that show sucked.
And guess what show was taped
in Oakland? “Hanging with Mr.
Cooper,” and that show sucked
too. OK, maybe not, but my loyal-
ties lie with Bill Cosby and the
Detroit Tigers.
* The Tigers bandwagon is a
pretty short taxi ride from the
Detroit Pistons bandwagon that I
jumped off last July.
* Detroit gave us Motown while
St. Louis gave us Nelly and won’t
let us give him back.
* Oh, and did I mention that the
Tigers beat the crap out of the
Yankees?
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The 19th hole
by Danny Davis
Still plenty of room on the Tigers bandwagon
New perks for Griz fan-clubbers
Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin 
UM running back Reggie Bradshaw rushes the ball during football practice in Washington-Grizzly stadi-
um Wednesday.  The Griz will be playing Northern Arizona this Saturday for homecoming.   
PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN
Danny Davis:
the 
Bobby Hauck
of 
Kaimin
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ASUM passed a resolution Wednesday evening discour-
aging future purchases of personalized motorized trans-
portation devices, such as Segways.
The resolution states that the benefits of using Segways
are not significant enough to justify the purchase of the
devices.  
ASUM senator Eric Schultz said the Segways are limited
by weather conditions and bicycles would be a sufficient
and efficient alternative.
He also argued that the upkeep and maintenance of the
Segways is expensive. 
“(The Segways) are in Arizona right now being
repaired,” he said. “I don’t even think there is anywhere to
repair them in the Pacific Northwest.”
Schultz also said that the Segways could be “dangerous
to students.”
“One almost ran me over going 15 miles per hour,” he
said.
Despite this incident, Schultz said that there was nothing
personal about the resolution.
“This is not at all a vendetta against the Office of Public
Safety,” Shultz said. “It is a vendetta against gross mis-
spending.”
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LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Ring. Call Chris 370-2359 to identify.
LOST: North Face blue/gray backpack on 10/10/06,
Please call 406-546-4600 thank you. 
PERSONALS
COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES. Here
when you need us. 243-4711
Tired of wondering? Free, anonymous HIV Counseling
& Testing….Call 243-4330
WORLD WIDE CINEMA- Missoula Public Library is proud
to present another installment of our World Wide
Cinema. October 13 MPL will be screening Who's
Campus Anyway? A Japanese comedy with English
subtitles. The story is set on a university campus in
Tokyo where film students are preparing to shoot
their own movie and the lead actor suddenly drops
out. Personal problems with love and life amongst the
film makers leave the story unfolding "just like in the
movies." The film will be shone in the library's large
meeting room at 7PM, Oct. 13 and the doors will open
at 6:45PM on the lower level by the parking lot. For
information call 721-BOOK. Admission is FREE. 
HELP WANTED
Mystery Shoppers earn up to $150 per day. Exp not
required. Undercover shoppers needed to judge
Retail and Dining Establishments. Call 800-722-4791.
College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com
Part-time delivery person wanted, M,W,Th,Su;
20hr/week. Must know Missoula area. Apply in person
Hong Kong Chef 2009 Brooks St. 
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Unpaid Writing
Internships: The RMEF (www.rmef.org), a nonprofit
conservation organization seeks an unpaid writing
intern for fall and spring semesters. The position is
responsible for editing and writing for Bugle magazine
& RMEF's Wapiti newsletter. Juniors, seniors, and
graduate students in Journalism, Creative Writing,
English, and Environmental Studies are preferred. A
background in conservation or wildlife biology is pre-
ferred. Approx. 12 hours per week. Email resume,
cover letter & three writing samples to
jobs@rmef.org
Roosters Men's Grooming Center- 216 E. Main Street is
now hiring a part-time receptionist. 10-15 hours per
week/$6.50 per hr. Flexible weekday hours and
Saturdays. Please download application from the
website at www.roostersmissoula.com. 
Stompin' Grounds Coffee Caffe looking for someone
all shifts, all days. Apply at The corner Hub; off the
Frenchtown exit. 
Easy Money! Wee need several people to help conduct
telephone surveys through the first part of November.
Wage is $8 per hour and the schedule is flexible
enough for students. Please call 543-6033.
Snowbowl snow sports instructors hiring meetings
October 11th and October 15th call 549-9777 ext. 7
for details. 
Full-time/ part-time SALES opportunity with
Vanns.com in Missoula. Position requires a profession-
al self-starter with a dedication to providing prompt
and courteous service for all customers via phone,
email and by using a high level product of knowl-
edge.. Willingness to adapt and learn new skills a
must! Please send current resume to: Mike Redler,
VDC Call Center Manager, 3623 Brooks, Missoula, MT
59801. No drop-ins or phone calls please. 
Full-time/ part-time CUSTOMER SERVICE opportunity
in Missoula with Vann.com. Position requires a profes-
sional self-starter with a dedication to customer serv-
ice, courteous telephone and email communication as
well as accurate and complete paperwork handling.
Willingness to adapt and learn new skills a must!
Please send current resume to: Mike Redler, VDC Call
Center Manager, c/o Vanns.com 3623 Brooks,
Missoula, MT 59801. No drop-ins or phone calls
please. 
SERVICES
InPhaze Car Audio, 1633 South Ave. W. remote starts,
alarms, dvd, XM radio, best prices, on site install.
829-1555. 
GOT HURT? GET HELP NOW! Call Bulman Law
Associates today. 721-7744
FOR SALE
THURSDAY! THURSDAY! THURSDAY! Every Thursday
scoops are only $1.50 at Goldsmith's Premium Ice
Cream. From 6pm until close. Across the Footbrigde. 
60' Sony HD TV w/ JBL Studio surround sound system
and Yamaha Receiver, New condition $1500/ OBO Call
549-4493
Air Hockey Table: $50 OBO Call 370-4172
Women's snowboard, boots, and bindings. Brand new.
$150. Lisa 360-5793
FOR RENT
Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44-
$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS  251-6611
MISCELLANEOUS
House of Fine Instruments. Www.gregboyd.com
The University of Montana Baseball Team will be hold-
ing tryouts for the 2006-2007 season on Oct 15th &
16th at the Baseball fields on Spurgeon Road. Tryouts
will be held at 5:00pm. So bring your gear and be
ready to go. Contact Heath Faulk at 360-601-9753 or
Cody Holecko at 330-402-0175 if you need more info. 
ANNOUNCEMENT
THE AUTUMN FESTIVAL OF PLAYS! Oct. 12-14 7:30pm.
2:00pm Saturday matinee at the WORLD THEATER
2023 S. Higgins Tickets $9.00
www.mercurytheatre.org. 
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u
Swarms of alumni make Homecoming return
It’s Homecoming week and that means thousands of
University of Montana alums are expected to make the
annual exodus back to Missoula for this weekend’s events.
Ken Thompson, UM Alumni Association on-campus
events coordinator, gave a lowball estimate that about
20,000 alums would be attending the Homecoming events,
which kick off Friday afternoon and run through Saturday
evening.
“It’s a great time to celebrate our ties to the University
and we hope everybody enjoys their annual visit,” said Bill
Johnston, UM Alumni Association director.  
Johnston said that although former students are an impor-
tant part of Homecoming, the event’s aim is higher than
that.
“It’s also a chance for students, staff, faculty and the larg-
er University community to celebrate their relationship to
UM,” Johnston said.
To kick off Friday’s Homecoming events, the 40th
anniversary class celebration will be held in the afternoon
for the class of 1966, with a formal reception and luncheon.
Following that will be the Distinguished Alumni Awards
ceremony at 6 p.m. in the UC Ballroom. George Ostrom,
class of 1953, Terry Payne, class of 1963, and Steve
Petersen of the class of 1974 will be the recipients of this
year’s awards. 
Friday evening at 7:30 p.m. there will be a presentation
on the Oval called “Singing on the Steps,” featuring gradu-
ate student Royce McIntosh. During the event, the “M” on
Mount Sentinel will be lit and the 2006 “homecoming
ambassadors” will be announced. Afterward, a pep rally for
the football team will be held outside the Holiday Inn
Parkside downtown at 8:30 p.m. Thompson added that
Pattee Street will be closed for the event, and that more than
2,000 are expected to attend, including players and coach-
ing staff, the dance team, alums, faculty and students.
Saturday morning at 10, the Homecoming parade will hit
the road starting on North Higgins. The parade will be fol-
lowed by the Homecoming Griz football game at 1:05 p.m.
Thompson said that the Alumni Association updates
alums year round with its many outreach events as well as
mailings, a newsletter and Web site to keep them connect-
ed to the UM community.
“It’s been an exciting week, and we live for making their
(alumni) experience coming home a memorable one,”
Thompson said.
Kathie Nygaard, public relations manager for the UM
Foundation, reported that alums played a major role in the
total $20,842,973 in gifts and pledges UM received in fis-
cal year 2006 for the foundation’s “Invest in Discovery”
campaign. Nygaard added that alums, friends, family,
organizations and corporations make up the wide spectrum
of contributors donating to the foundation.
The campaign, established in 2002, is a fundraising effort
to raise $100 million to ensure that UM can provide quali-
ty teaching, research and public service. To date the effort
has raised around $84,000,000.
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